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REPORT ON SHELTER PHILOSOPHY STUDY GROUP
(Course No. 1081A, October 28, 29, 30, 1969)
at
ARNPRIOR, ONTARIO.

INTRODUCTION
The aim of the Study Group was to examine the relevant aspects
of shelter planning in Canada.

•

It consisted, on the first morning, of a series of brief background presentations, each of which touched on salient points
relating to the general problem of finding physical protection
against the effects of nuclear detonations. In addition, some
consideration was given to the shelter problem by supporting emergency
services. The remainder of the study consisted of a number of
directed discussions, in syndicate and central groupings, on various
aspects of shelter planning. The syndicate groupings are at Annex A
and the timetable or program is at Annex B.
The study was not designed to come to hard conclusions but
rather to open up the total problem for discussion. Therefore, the
purpose of this report is to present what Canada EMO considers to be
the general consensus of the discussions. However, in addition, the
syndicate notes to each of the discussion problems will be found in
the Annexures.
The syndicate solutions in the Annexures are reported verbatim as
contained in the notes given to the Directing Staff. No effort has
been made to expand these notes, as they are included for reference
purposes only, for the members of the respective syndicates who will
receive a copy of the report. In some instances, syndicates did not
provide their solution. The accuracy of what purports to be notes of
a syndicate, therefore, is sometimes dependent upon the notes taken
by the Directing Staff.

C:- R. -Patterson
National Co-ordinator
Canada Emergency Measures Organization

December 1, 1969.

PROBLEM A - Recommended Protection Levels
During the course of the morning, you have heard various
presentations made with regard to:
a.

fire effects on persons and structures;

b. blast effects on persons and structures;
c. radiation effects on persons in and out of structures.
•

QUESTION
a. Would you summarize what you consider to be the protection
levels which should be adopted fôr emergency planning in
Canada in relation to each of the effects discussed, as
well as the guidelines which è,hould be recommended to
achieve the desired protection levels?
b. Are there any special observations you would like to make
in relation to your answer to a.?

The problem of finding protection against the blast effects of
explosions is extremely complex. It seems reasonable that protective
measures by householders in high risk areas might be directed toward
the 3 to 4 p.s.i. levels. In larger existing buildings there seems
to be some possibility of doing something in the range of 5 to 10 p.s.i.,
whereas in actual protection oriented design of new buildings, the
target might be in the order of 30 p.s.i.
With regard to fire effects, the householder can do a great deal
to combat them, both by preventive and post-attack actions. The
possible effective use of regular firefighting forces in areas
subjected to primary effects seems remote, although there might be
some possibility in fringe areas of blast damage, providing debris
conditions do not exist. Even the smallest quantities of debris on
roads create problems for vehicles.
Although little attention was given to the question of rescue
operations and even though the problem of mounting effective rescue
operations would be tremendously difficult, the possibility of using
freeways, etc., as a means of quick access should not be ignored.
Consideration might be given to the use of the term 'search and
release operations'.
Protection against radiation is relatively simple. The real
problem is one of organization of existing protection. There were some
suggestions that the national fallout protection level, which is 100,
should be lowered. Canada EMO has undertaken responsibility for having
the national level reviewed. In any case, until a national shelter
policy has evolved, planning should continue to be directed to the use
of all forms of protection irrespective of the levels.

•

•
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PROBLEM B

Shelter Policy

You have been asked by the Government of Canada to recommend
a statement of policy regarding fallout shelters for the civil
population.
QUESTION
What would you consider to be the important points which should
be included in such a statement and explain your reasons for selecting
them?

NOTE: 1.
2.

This problem has no relation to a shelter plan.
For this statement, consider shelters against
fallout only, but, in so doing, list your
assumptions regarding protection against the
primary effects.

From the discussions which took place on this problem, there were,
among other matters, three items which were emphasized as being
essential to any policy statement. The first of these was that all
Canadians were entitled to be provided with some form of protection.
Secondly, defence against nuclear attack is comprised of civil
defence measures as well as active defence measures. Some groups
emphasized the cost effectiveness ratio studies which strongly favoured
shelter programs. The third theme was the importance of informing the
public that the reason for the policy was that a threat did exist.
There was some difference of opinion expressed over the efficacy
of going into any type of blast shelter program, although many did
feel that something should be done about protection at the lower
blast levels.
Arising out of the discussion, there was a strong tendency to
indicate a need to follow up on the recently completed national survey
with such programs as a home fallout protection survey, and development
of community plans.

•

In implementing any type of shelter program, it was emphasized
that priority should be given to those in high risk fallout areas and
that advantage should be taken of incorporating protection into
construction. There seemed to be some confusion as to what really
constituted the major threat to Canadians. Although fallout is likely
to affect larger geographical areas than the direct effects, and to
that extent more people will be affected, all plausible attack studies
conducted by Canada EMO indicate that the major threat in terms of
casualties would be from the direct effects.

d
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PROBLEM C - Components of a Total Fallout Shelter Plan
In the development of a national fallout shelter plan, list
what you consider to be all the significant components which would
comprise such a plan.
In considering this problem, ignore the division of responsibilities between various levels of government, industry and the
public.
•

There were no significant differences of opinion as between
the syndicates on this problem. Some syndicates went into greater
detail than others and this is reflected in the syndicate notes in
Annex E. It is fairly apparent that shelter planning is or has been
a subject to which provincial and municipal officials have devoted
considerable attention. It is also obvious that all, including
federal personnel, have been influenced by the United States program.
Certain features do require emphasis such as the need for home
shelter evaluation as well as for communal type shelter development,
to counter the fallout threat. A well conceived and continuous public
information program was considered to be a most important feature of a
national fallout shelter plan. Considerable emphasis was placed on
keeping up to date information on existing protected accommodation, as
was the need to have some program which would encourage building
owners to incprporate fallout protection at the design stage.
There was considerable emphasis given to the need to follow up
on the national survey which is only the first step of a national
plan. Such items as upgrading existing space, marking of shelters,
establishing priorities concerning geographical areas to be developed,
financial incentives and/or funding, were common themes throughout the
syndicate presentations.
It was recognized that the fulfillment of a national plan is a
long term effort, and that a great deal of attention should be paid
to what effective action could take place or be implemented during
periods of increasing international tension.

•

- 5 PROBLEM D - Sharing of Responsibilities
In the previous discussion, it was agreed that there were
many components which went into the development of a national
fallout shelter plan.

QUESTION
Would you now take each of these components and determine
who should be responsible for:
a. providing the leadership or guidance;
b.

Providing the funds if required, to initiate or
implement;

c. be the operating level responsible for implementation
in the operational sense.

NOTE: Consider primary and shared responsibility.

The answers provided in this discussion varied according to
the syndicate solutions given to the previous question. Nevertheless, it was quite evident that the majority of those attending
the conference felt that the federal government should bear the
heaviest share of responsibility in the development of a comprehensive . shelter plan for the nation. Most syndicates, however,
emphasized in their general remarks that there was or should be a
constant discussion with federal authorities at all stages in the
future development of a shelter plan or program. There were many
areas where actual implementation of an effective plan will
eventually depend on a substantial input by provincial/municipal
authorities. Some of these are in the fields of: public
information and education; designation of shelter to residents;
shelter management; local shelter plans; listing of buildings.

•

- 6 PROBLEM E - Format of a Community Shelter Plan
In outline.form, and with brief explanatory notes, prepare a
format of a community fallout shelter plan.
Consideration should also be given to actions which might be
taken appropriately in periods of increasing international tension,
should the plan not be completely implemented.

Except for differences in detaii, most syndicates were agreed
on what should be considered in the development of a community
shelter plan. Some groups emphasized the peed, especially in the
case of larger communities, of specialized assistance either through
special training or through contracts to professional urban planners,
if anything so comprehensive was to be done properly. On the other
hand, it appeared to be readily recognized that in the case of smaller
communities, reliance for the development of shelter plans would have
to rest with local co-ordinators, assisted where possible by
provincial planners.
Most groups emphasized the vital importance of having the threat
and risk interpreted for each area of the country, and of utilizing
the full shelter potential in a community even if it did not meet
what would be considered the national standard. Considerable
emphasis was placed on the need for a public information program
geared especially to the problem of shelters, and with the means by
which householders could improve their protection.
Considerable differences of opinion were expressed over the
problem of evacuation of people from likely targets, and although
there were definite opponents to the tactic, there appeared to be a
general concensus that areas not likely to be affected by the direct
effects must make plans to provide protection to pre-attack evacuees.
Indeed, it was suggested that people living in areas at risk to
fallout should be encouraged to use the protection of their homes,
leaving what public shelter is available to evacuees.
In any case,
for some geographical areas, much protected accommodation with
varying PF's, may have been overcrowded to meet the requirements
for local as well as evacuated elements.
Although a national survey of fallout protection has been
completed (and is being updated), the information provided can only
be classed as 'potential' and it will be necessary for shelter
planners to actually investigate each designated shelter area to
determine accurately the number of spaces available. At times,
during the discussion of this problem, some confusion took place
over the problems of sanitation, water supplies, etc., in public
shelters, because of the lack of definition of precisely whatgeographical areas were being referred to by various speakers. Those areas
which are likely to be located at great distances from targets
should, except under the most unusual circumstances, have most
services available, even under conditions of fallout.

- 7 -

•

It was generally agreed that under most conditions, families
could be reunited before fallout became an actual threat to most
non-target communities, and that the time before actual arrival of
fallout must be utilized to the greatest possible advantage to
complete arrangements.
In relation to periods of increasing international tension,
it was generally agreed that much effective action could be
generated providing the basic elements-of shelter planning had been
completed before the onset of the crisis.
Although little mention was made of the utility of mines
(a federal survey of mines was completed in 1962), some persons
were inclined to dismiss their usefulness. Much work needs to
be done in this realm and, although there may be tremendous
problems in Utilizing some mines as shelters, others may turn out
to be a practical proposition. An interesting facet of the problem
of protection against fallout was the possibilities which might be
exploited through the use of small watercraft on lakes or on the
coasts.

•

•

- 8 PROBLEM F - What Canada EMO Should Do
At this point in time, there is no existing policy guideline
for the furthering of shelter planning, beyond admonitions
contained in the Planning Guide for Municipalities.
Until a policy statement or policy statements are forthcoming,
would you:
a.

list the type of guidance which you would expect from .
Canada EMO;

b.

list those actions which it might be appropriate for
municipalities to carry out.

Annex H provides whât the syndicates felt Canada EMO should do.
It will be noted that among other matters, there were three items
which were given considerable emphasis. The first was that Canada
EMO must provide distinct, clear and firm guidelines regarding
criteria and/or standards for protection. Secondly, Canada EMO
sh9uld obtain a government policy statement relatir'.g to nonmilitary
defence and shelters. The third main point revolved around the need
for Canada EMO to keep provinces fully informed on matters relating
to the threat and the subsequent interpretation of the threat in
terms of risk.

•
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No.

SHELTER PHILOSOPHY STUDY GROUP - No. 1081A - October 28, 29 and 30, 1969
PAPER

SUBJECT

TIME
0830-0840

•

College Administration

•

LECTURER/LEADER

LOCATION
Worthington Hall

Garber,
Principal, CEMC
J.E. Sadler,
Admin. Officer, CEMC
W.E.

_
C.R. Patterson,
Director General,
Canada EMO
Director
S.N. White
Long Range Planning and
Policy Development Br.

0840-0845

Opening Remarks

0845-0905

Threat and Risk

Worthington Hall

0905-0925

Public Protection and.
Associated Programs

Worthington Hall

J.F. Wallace Director
Programs Branch

0925-0935

Thermal Effects . of Nuclear
Explosions

Worthington Hall

F.J.

0935-0950
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Worthington Hall

Blackwell
A.J. Hahn, CEMC

Worthington Hall

,

•
0950-1020

The Hamburg Fires and
Shelters

1020-1035

Morning Break

1035-1105

Blast Effects, Overpressures,
Threshold Values (Blast and
Vulnerability Research)

10

1105-1135

11

1135-1200

•

Worthington Hall

Blackwell,

Massey
Defence Research Board

Dr.

E.E.

Fallout Protection
2

Worthington Hall

W.A. Johnston
Canada EMO

Worthington Hall

A.H.

•

Worthington Hall

CEMC

F.J.

Main Foyer

Radiation Effects - Dose Tolerance, Genetic Effects (Initial
& Residual)

Tuesday, October 28, 1969

,

Blake
Canada EMO

Farrell
Canada EMO

K.G.

.

I.

Tuesday, October 28, 1969 ... 2
No.

SUBJECT

TIME

PAPER

LOCATION

LECTURER/LEADER

12

1200-1330

Lunch

13

1330-1345

Organization of Syndicates

14

1345-1500

Recommended Protection Levels

Rooms as for
Serial 13

15

1500-1530

Recommended Protection Levels

Central Discussion
Worthington Hall
- Chairman: C.R. Patterson

16

1530-1545

Afternoon Break

Main Foyer

17

1545-1745

Shelter Policy

Rooms as for
Serial 13

Syn.
Worthington Hall Syn.
Syn.
'›-Syn.
Syn.
Syn.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6

-

L.R.
D.R.
D.R.
D.R.
D.R.
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A
B
C
D
E

Syndicate Discussions

-

Tuesday, October 28, 1969

Syndicate Discussions

•

1.

!

Wednesday, October 29, 1969
No.
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Worthington Hall

Central Discussion
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Rooms as for
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0830-0930

Shelter Policy
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0930-1020

Components of a total shelter
plan

20

1020-1035

Morning Break

Main Foyer

21

1035-1115

Components of a total shelter
plan (continued)

Rooms as for
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1115-1230

Components of a total shelter
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Central Discussion
Chairman:C.R. Patterson

23

1230-1400
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•

_
---
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Shelter Plan (Including shelter
management)
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.
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Rooms as for
Serial 13

Syndicate Discussions

Thursday, October 30, 1969
No.

TIME

SUBJECT

PAPER
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LECTURER/LEADER
Central Discussion
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28

0830-1000

Community Shelter Plan

Worthington Hall

29

1000-1015

Morning Break

Main Foyer

30
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What Canada EMO Should Do

Rooms as for
Serial 13

Syndicate Discussions

31

1115-1215

What Canada EMO Should Do

Worthington Hall

Central Discussion
Chairman:C.R, Patterson

32

1215-1230

Closing Remarks

Worthington Hall

C.R. Patterson,
Director General,
Canada EMO.

ThuTsday, Octnber 30, 1969

ANNEX C

•

PROBLEM A

•

RECOMMENDED PROTECTION LEVELS
•

During the course of the morning ; you have heerd various
presentations made with regard to:
•
a. fire effects on persons and structures;
b. blast effects on persons and structures;
c. radiation effects on persons in and out of structures.

QUESTION
a.

Would you sümmarize what you consider to be the
protection levels which should be adopted for
emergency planning in Canada 1.h relation to each
of .the effects discussèd,Ias well as the guide7
lines which should be recomMénded to achieve the
desired protection levels?

• Are there any special observations you would 4ke
to make in relation to-your answer to a.?

•

PROBLEM A

•

Directing Staff Syndicate
Introduction:

1.

Our instructions in publication are Very
generalized.

2.

One cannot cater for all possible contingencies
for an individual.

3. The size, etc., o?f weapon will have bearing.

4,

Some effective measures can be taken regar4less of what eventually takes place.

5.

One must relate the problém to areas of risk.

6. Measures can.be implemented ahead of the event protection is one thing and counter measures are
another.

In areas of high risk (and these have to be designated).
For homes, it is felt that advice should be provided related to effective
minimum measures to enhance blast protection in the range of 3 p.s.i.
and fire prevention measures in the order of 75 cal/cm 2 , and fallout
protection in the order of 100; as well as post-attack remedial action.
For larger buildings, it is felt target might be to modify design
features to withstand 5 to 10 p.s.i., and steps might be planned to
enhance protection in periods of crisis. If features can be incorporated
at design stage, the aim should be 30 p.s.i. in the significant areas.
In areas of medium risk, the problem is related mainly to fallout although
there may be some minor fire or thermal problems which can be taken care
of by measures already recommended. In relation to fallout, it was fit
a reasonable target might be in the order of PF of 50.
tha
In areas of low risk, there is a problem of minimum amounts of fallout.
Therefore, household Èeasements could bé adequaté.

NOTE OF CAUTION: One should not be rigid in interpreting risk
maps as to what will actually happen in the
event.

•

PROBLEM A
Syndicate No. 1
Reference Note:

4 calories/square centimeter for 30 seconds =
First Degree Burns.

Recommended Protection Levels
a.

Fire. Effects on People and Structures
The fire hazard comprises two components 1.

initial weapon effect - thermal pulse

2. secondary fire - resulting from ignition points
triggered by thermal pulse.
The level of protection should minimize these effects '
through good public information to educate the population
on personal protection and reduction of ignition points.
Protection level will therefote depend upon an informed
public with shelter available to them.
SUMMARY: PUBLIC INFORMATION + WARNING + SHELTER IS REQUIRED
b. Blast Effects
Cost versus Dispersal from potential target areas.
Fallout shelters should be identified for blast
protection in high risk areas.
c.

Fallout Shelter
Designated target areas = public shelters.

20 PF minimum.
High risk areas minimum 40 - 50.
We are in agreement that the minimal level of protection should be
related to the probable level of weapons effects expected.'
We are also in general agreement that the priority to be assigned
to the development of any class of shelter should be related to
the risk.

•

PROBLEM A
Syndicate No. 2
1. Recommend first goal be PF of 40 for all of Canada, but areas
of high risk PF 100. Refers to North Dakota where household
survey revealed over 90 per cent of homes had PF of 20 which
would be easy to raise to 40.
2. Suggested that a survey of households not really necessary
because U. S. experience can be used as a rule of thumb.
3. The second goal would be to find adequate protection for those
with inadequate protection.

o

4. The above should be completed before any funds are devoted to
protection against blast and fire.
5. Re blast - Syndicate leaned to 35 p.s.i., but felt that
15 p.s.i. more realistic.
6. Re fire - Syndicate thought fire prevention education would be
vital.

(Prepared from D. S. notes)

M11

•

•

PROBLEM A
Syndicate No. 3
Recommended Protection Levels
a. The syndicate criticized the question since it is
considered to be impossible to establish definite
protection levels for all areas.
However, existing conditions could be improved by
the institution of a Public Information Program
aimed at the reduction of fire hazards—in and arôund.
existing buildings.
b.

Personnel must be in.blàst shelter or previously
evacuated.
Shelters should be capable of withstanding 10 p.s.i.
and should be constructed in possible target areas.
It was not considered economically feasible to provide
shelters with a higher capability.

•

c. The maximum level of protection should be the target in
planning, the minimum protection factor to be not less
than 100.

•

PROBLEM A
Syndicate No. 4
Recommended Protection Levels
General
1. All areas declared at risk from the directeffects of a nuclear
attack should have protection from all effects of a nùclear
explosion, that is, blast, fire and fallout.
2. All other areas declared NOT at risk from the direct effects
of a nuclear explosion, need protection from Fallout only.
3. The protection level for fallout protection be set at a minimum
of 40 for risk areas and downwind.from high risk areas.

4. Low risk areas to have a level of 20 PF or a graduated level to
suit the area:of risk.
5. Fallout protection is Priority 1.
6. Fire protection is inherent in a fallout shelter. Fire
Prevention Plans and Public Information.
7. Blast shelters capable of withstanding nuclear explosions are
too expensive at this time.
8. Dispersal prior to the attack appears attractive, other
factors permitting.
Special Notes
U.S. Program, and Paper by
J. S. Vigdell - DMD - "The Strategy and Economics of
Intercontinental Missile Defence"
June, 1968.

Family Fallout Shelter - a bonus.

•

PROBLEM A
Syndicate No. 5
.Recommended

Protection Levels

•1.

Protection on any large scale should be confined to fallout .
of thermal and.blast protection protecin;Vadgres
are inherent in fallout protection; but the prime protection
should' be against . radiation.

2.

The attached chart indicates the combinations possible if
all three dangers are considered equally. The syndicate
discussion involved the chart until it was dropped in favour
of the recommendation in para. 1 above.

OBSERVATIONS:
I. Compulsory inclusion of protection specifications in commercial
buildings.

2. . Carry out hole shelter survey.

•

•

'BLAST -

PIRE

HML.HML

SERIAL

x

1

PROTECTION "
- LEVEL'

RAD
HM

x

CAI
pcm

PSI

PF

r

30

'100

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Shows options in terms of threat
.

•

•

Indlcatés suggested protection level for particular conditions.

.

•

PROBLEM A
Syndicate No. 6
Recommended Protection Levels
a.

•

Fire Effectà
1. All shelters in high fire risk areas should contain
sufficient ait (breathable) for six hours consumption.
2. Encouragement of present

•

fire-

protection .

standerdà.

3. Crisis program for public Instruction in fire
Protection. measures,
b. Blast Effects
Structures intended for essential purposes in areas subject
to high risk should be designed or modified to prevent
interior overpressures of 5 p.s.i., and to withstand
10 p.s.i. without collapse, though without consideration
of cost factor.
c. Radiation Effects
1. Persons outside structures.
Persons without protection shall be Subject to public
control with the aim of preventing an accumulated:
doseof 100R within the emergency period so es not - to
incur an incapacitation raté of 5 per cent with the
provision that there:shall be no exposure for no •
purpOse.

2. Persons inside structures.
Same as

1.

ANNEX D

PROBLElq B
SHELTER POLICY
You have been asked by the Government of Canada to recommend
a statement of policy regarding fallout shelters for the civil
population. .

QUESTION

•

What would you consider to be the important points which should
be inanded-in such a statement and explain your reasons for
selecting them?
NOTE:- This problem has no relation to a shelter plan.
For this statement, consider shelters against
fallout, but in so doing, list your assumptions
regarding protection against the primary effects.

•

PROBLEM B
ql,

Directing Staff Syndicate
Shelter Policy -

Points which might be included in a statement of
policy regarding fallout shelters.

1. There is a threat of nuclear attack (timing).
2. Defence against the threat must Comprise civil as well as
military measures.
3. Some areas will be subject to varying degrees of risk - ranging
from primary effects to solely fallout.
4. All Canadians are entitled to some form of protection.
5. Protection measures should be reasonably available.
6. Analysis shows that the surest way of providing protection and
of saving lives can be through provision of shelter.
7. A combination of home and communal shelters and protection
oriented designing will be the basis of the program.
8. Initially the government policy is to be directed toward
protection in those areas likely to be affected by fallout.
9. Program to be implemented by devoting priority attention to
high fallout risk areas (must be balanced with incentives
under No. 14 below).
10. A parallel statement regarding protection for those in 'target'
areas will be issued later.
11. In relation to past expenditures on civil emergency measures,
costs will be fairly substantial over the coming years.
12. This new program must be related to other national programs
and priorities.
13. Certain features of the program will be implemented through
cost and other sharing arrangements with provincial (including
territorial) governments.
1.■

14. Financial incentives will be offered to individuals and others
so as to make maximum use of existing or new construction.
15. Standards of protection and performance specifications will be
prepared by Canada EMO.
16. Total program which will involve many federal departments and
agencies as well as provincial governments will be co-ordinated
by Canada EMO of DND.
17. The emphasis being placed on this particular program is not
intended to negate the efficacy of other important civil
emergency measures programs or activities.

PROBLEM B

•

Syndicate No. 1
Points for Inclusion
The statement should establish an ultimate objective to make
1.
adequate shelter from fallout available to all Canadians. It should
state the importance of this in relation to the overall national
defence and damage-limiting program.
Reasons
a.

Studies have shown that possible attack patterns on
North America could result in large proportions of the
population of Canada being subjected to fallout.

b.

Provision of protection from fallout in existing buildings
is the most economical protection system available in terms
of lives saved.

c.

To be politically palatable, the statement would have to
include ultimate protection for all Canadians.

a

The statement should give some indication as to the minimum
2.
protection to be provided.
•

Reason
Without this, the policy would be relatively meaninglesà, because
even a wooden structure with no basement provides some protection, yet
its occupants would be in grave danger, èven under moderately
intensive fallout.

3. Priorities for program development, by areas, should be established
These could be based on the Categories of Risk (from fallout) areas.
Reasons
a.

It is only sensible to provide protection for people in
the highest risk areas first.

b. Funds and resources would never be available to complete
the program in one year.

4.
The program must be based on a community fallout shelter system,
with co-ordination provided by the two senior levels of government
and properly funded.
Reasons

•

a.

Experience with the earlier family fallout shelter policy
indicates that only a system organized and controlled by
government can hope to succeed.

b. Costs would be prohibitive to municipalities and would,
therefore, have to be shared and perhaps even be borne
fully by the senior governments.
/2

2.

5.
The statement should also provide encouragement for the
incorporation of fallout protection in new buildings and a continuous
updating program to incorporate new construction in the system.
Reasons
a. This is the cheapest means of providing fallout protection
per individual.
b.

a

This method of developing community shelters will only
succeed if the federal government sets the example and
perhaps shares in the cost to municipalities and industry
for a similar program.

ASSUMPTIONS - Protection a.ainst primary effects
1. Provision of unilateral fallout protection would provide limited
protection against blast effects. In our view the development of
community fallout shelters in target areas should stress the periphery
of the area and should utilize only those buildings offering an inherent
protection against 3 - 5 p.s.i.
2. Blast shelters would not be practicable from a cost point of view,
unless some technical breakthrough is achieved which would bring blast
shelters within the range of government budgets.
3.
Some consideration should be given to provide protection against
the primary effects for personnel operating essential services in
areas declared at some risk of attack.
4. The most practicable method of defending against thermal effects
in the controllable fire areas is a good fire inspection/prevention
policy in peacetime, combined with a policy to encourage and train
people to employ self-help fire fighting techniques immediately
following a nuclear strike. A program to increase a capability in this
regard should be planned for a period of crisis escalation.

PROBLEM B
Syndicate No. 2
Recognizing that Canada is vulnerable to the effects of
nuclear war, the government believes that all feasible steps
should be taken in peacetiMe, to minimize the danger of such
a conflict.
Studies have demonstrated that the greatest risk for the
citizensof Canada is from radioactive fallout.
The government has, therefore, decided to proceed at this
time with the development of the maximum possible shelter
potential for the country, consistent with financial considerations.

PROBLEM B
Syndicate No. 3
Important Points to be Included in Statement of Policy
a. The recognition by the Government of Canada that in the
context of a nuclear war, radiation poses a severe
threat to the life of a major percentage of the
Canadian population.
b.

The effects of radiation can be attenuated.by shelters.
The cost benefit is greater for this program than for
protection against the other primary effects.

c. Shelters are not all where the people may be.
d. Need for both community and individual shelters for the
whole population.
A shelter survey was carried out.
f.

Further steps:
(i) marking of shelters;
(ii) licensing of shelters;

•

(iii) stocking of shelters;
(iv) assignment to shelters.
g. Canada EMO charged with co-ordination of program.
h. Public information program.
j.

Training program.

k. Take other steps to improve the shelter capability of
the nation as required.
ASSUMPTIONS

•

a.

The shelters must be outside Target Areas (plausable attack).

b.

Factor of Protection 100 PF.

c.

If voluntary dispersal is considered, the shelter program
must include evacuees.

d.

Shelters should have resistance to fire and blast, as a
minimum requirement.

•

PROBLEM B

•

Syndicate No. 4
Points to be included in statement of policy.
1. There should be a universality in the shelter policy.
2. There should be a direct relationship to the total defence
policy.
3. It should contain some indication of the degree of protection.
4. A nationwide fallout shelter system should be developed through
the use of dual purpose shelter spaces.
5.

•

It should provide a standard of fallout protection for every
citizen whether at work, at home or at school.

ASSUMPTIONS CONCERNING THE STATEMENT
1. The enemy's attack is likely to concentrate on targets to eliminate
our capability to pursue the war. The geographical location of
such targets places most of our population under the direct or
indirect effects of the nuclear weapons used on such targets as
well as similar targets in the U.S.A. in proximity to the border.

•

2. Warning time remains uncertain and indicators are not clear shelter should accordingly be readily accessible and available
before the event.
3. The population will be subjected to varying degrees of weapons
effects depending on their proximity to targets, meteorological
factors and other environmental factors - however, radioactive
fallout offers the greatest risk to the total population.
4. Existing structures provide some protection which can be enhanced
•at reasonable cost. Advice to the public thereon should
accordingly be provided.

5.

•

Some protection against blast and thermal effects is provided in
fallout shelters and due to the magnitude of the expenditures
required to enhance protection from these direct weapons effects,
the government should accordingly concentrate on fallout shelters
and provide technical advice to those seeking specific protection
from blast and fire.

PROBLEM B

•

Syndicate No. 5

IN TODAY'S CONTEXT
The Government of Canada recognizes at this time, that there
is a tisk to the people from the effects of a nuclear war which
would involve the North American continent. At this time, it is
not felt that this risk is imminent but it is prudent and necessary
to prepare for the protection of the people from the effects of
nuclear attack on North America.
The greatest risk to our population is from fallout.
Policy of this government is, therefore:
•

•

1.

to maintain the National Fallout Shelter Survey so that in
the event of an emergency the existing shelters can be
identified and studied;

2.

to continue to urge that the individual is responsible for
his own and his family's safety and wellbeing and should plan
for shelter in his own home;

3.

to have prepared information on the construction and stocking
of home shelters which will be made available in the event of
an emergency;

4.

to continue a program with the provinces on the inclusion of
shelter in new construction and improving the capability of
existing shelter.

ASSUMPTIONS

•

The

1.

No ordered evacuation.

2.

Emphasis on fallout of greatest value.

•

PROBLEM B
Syndicate No. 6
Statement of Policy
1. A statement of the priority of the program relative to other
defence expenditures - quote cost-effectiveness.
2. A statement on the priority of provision of shelter accommodation,
e.g., priority will be given to provision of shelter in designated
areas at high risk and outside the range of primary effects of
nuclear strikes.
3. To give effect to this policy the government will:

•

•

a.

further assess the availability of suitable shelter in
existing buildings - reference to voluntaty householders
seeing;

b.

determine the re4uirement for additional shelter spaces;

c.

assist, financial and otherwise, in the provision of
such spaces, e.g., public building centres, direct aid,
incentives, etc.

ANNEXE

•

PROBLEM C
COMPONENTS OF A TOTAL FALLOUT SHELTER PLAN
In the development of a national fallout shelter plan, list
what you consider to be all the significant components which
would comprise such a plan.
In considering this problem, ignore the division of responsibilities between various levels of government, industry and the
public.

•

•

PROBLEM C
Directing Staff Syndicate
Components of a Fallout Shelter Plan
Goals and Objectives
Identification of space - FPS of Canada
- Updating
- Home shelter evaluation
Requirements - spaces required in any given location, Protection
according to policy.
- accessibility criteria, time to shelter
- public information
- compatible with other plans.,
Priorities in saving lives and states of development.
Selection criteria - habitability factors These are the things that must be
looked at when selecting potential
shelter (because they are
improvable)
•

Shelter Improvement Criteria
(12 sq.ft. plus)
(5 CFM plus sanitation)
-

sanitary
ventilation
space
occupancy time

- leasing
- accessibility
- fire resistance
to get maximum number
communal fallout shelter
protection oriented design (POD)
home shelters

In their raw
state they will
not hold total
potential
capacity.

Management and Co-ordination - financial arrangements with provinces
and municipalities. Share financially 75/25
- financial incentives
- basis for release of funds - for new contractual by national
- improvement .
act as federal agents.
- training
Community shelter plans -

allocation of space
negotiating use of space
marking and stocking (individuals)
shelter management staffs - nomination
- selection
- training
- updating

Interdependencies - EHS, Welfare, Police, Fire, etc.) )
- special consideration to hospitals ) - each level
and institutions.
Crisis Activation - provision should be made for development of crisis
action plans for rapid buildup during crisis
Studies, research and development.

PROBLEM C

•

Syndicate No. 1
Took requirement literally and considered only the components
of a total fallout shelter program, not necessarily in order of
priority.
It is suggested that a national fallout shelter proeram include
the following comPonents:
a. Information to the public - plans to inform the public on
the effects of radioactive fallout and actions that can
be taken to minimize the effects.
b. Criteria - should be established for what constitutes
adequate shelter space, stores and protection factor.
c.

Surveys - plans for the survey of existing buildings and
the determination of amount of shelter spaces available
and refining of existing results of federal survey.

• New Buildings - plans should provide for research and
development of techniques to incorporate shelter
accommodation in new buildings - federal example
necessary.

•

e.

Research - through research prototype shelters should be
developed as an example for other levels of government
and the private sector - standard form for contracts or
agreement with owner.

f.

Marking - plans should provide for marking of shelters.

g.

Stockpiling - scales of equipment, rations, etc., should
be established and plans made for provision and storage.

h.

Training - development of shelter facility management and
provision made for the training of shelter managers.

j.

Finance - plans should include policy statement on Èinancial
responsibility of various levels of government, and amount
of assistance if any, to private sector.

k.

Development of community shelter utilization plan.

1.

Development of suitable guides and procedures for the
implementation of the national shelter program4

m. Home shelter survey with a view to augmentation of existing
communal shelter. (Recommendation for/suggestion that?)

•

•

2.
COMPONENTS OF A TOTAL FALLOUT SHELTER PLAN
(provided by a member of the syndicate)
1.

National Fallout Shelter Survey
Phase 1 (Inventory) - Identification of suitable buildings in
all communities across Canada, and the calculation of the
protection afforded on all floors of all parts against the
radiation hazard. This includes the gross areas indicated on
all floors as between outside walls, plus sundry incidental
information on available services. This is initially
completed, and updating of this inventory must proceed to
include new construction, demolition and the effects of these
on existing results, together with corrections of original
errors and omissions.

•
2.

National Fallout Shelter Survey
Phase II (Utilization) - Once the acceptable minimum PF is
established and the area in volume of a shelter space defined,
nationally, provincially or according to any other geographical
division, all floors (shelter areas) of all buildings meeting
this minimum criteria should be resurveyed to determine:
a.

the true available area of each floor;

b.

the capacity of each floor in terms of true shelter spaces;

c.

the acceptance or rejection of floors, or parts of floors,
according to previously established habitability criteria;

d.

the acceptance or rejection of buildings or floors according
to user requirements;

e.

the availability, description and number of other existing
useful resources on each floor, i.e., toilets, heat,
telephones, etc.;

f. the existence of pest hazards;
g.
3.

such other data as additional research on shelter utilization
may reveal as being of benefit.

Owner Agreement Negotiations
The development of a standard form of agreement between the
responsible authority and the owner for the use of those areas
meeting required criteria, for the marking of buildings containing
these areas, for the placing of emergency stocks and for the
periodic inspection of these. This agreement should also
stipulate the degree of responsibility for the ,security of such
stocks, and in whom this is vested.

/3

•

3.
4.

Marking of Shelter Buildings
Once negotiations are completed and forms of agreement signed,
buildings containing approved shelter areas should be marked
with a permanent approved sign which should ideally also show
the location of the shelter areas within the building, and
the capacity in terms of spaces'available.

5.

Stocking of Shelter Areas
The extent to which stocking of shelter areas should be undertaken requires in-depth study. Considerable data exists to
show U.S. èxperience in this field and obviously the degree
to which stocking is undertaken can range from none at all to
a comprehensive program covering food, water, ventilation kits,
sanitary kits, medical supplies, radiological kits, etc. The
extent to which this can be accomplished must of necessity bè
dependent upon the funding which is available. However, if '
nothing else is provided, a dosimetric capability in each
shelter area coupled with telephone communication to the MEGHQ
would provide an infinitely better method of population control,
than would appear to be obtainable under the present procedure
as detailed in the Radiological Defence Manual.

11›

6.

Shelter Management
Once again considerable data is available on US. experience
(University of Georgia Studies 1966 and 1967). A Canadian
philosophy on this needs to be defined and a program of study
initiated to this end.

7.

J.•

•

Community Shelter Planning
The operational plan for distribution of the population, both
resident and evacuees, to shelter, the movement control requirements for this, the support services plans, e.g., health, taelfare,
police, fire supply, etc., should be developed at the appropriate
level (in Ontario at the county/area level). All emergency
planning should then be developed from the foundation of this
primary population protection system and designed to ensure
maximum return in terms of lives saved by it.

,
PPIS
EPIS
WARNING
RADEF
INDIVIDUAL INITIATIVE

)
)
)
)
)

Assessment of Space Requirement
including Reception
)
Survey Updated
)
Classify as to PF and Capacity—)
Marking
)
Stocking
)
Management incl. Training
)
Communications
)
Law and Order
)
Health
)
Welfare
Emergency Power
)
Emergency Heat
)

c.,
a

DEVELOPMENT OF SHELTER SPACE IN NEW BUILDINGS
AT THE DESIGN STAFE

o
r14

Syndica te No.

TO P. F. 40 MINIMUM

HOME
SHELTER

.EXISTING

PUBLIC
SHELTER

NEW

TOTAL
SHELTER
PROGRAM

PROBLEM C

11,

Syndicate No. 3
COMPONENTS OF A TOTAL FALLOUT SHELTER PLAN
Development of shelter policy.
Basic Planning (including priorities).
Identification of shelter spaces in existing buildings.

Delielopment and improvement of identified shelter space.
Community shelter planning (including licensing, registering,:stockpiling).
Studies - Research and Development.
Training.
Minimum Shelter specifications including hygiene and sanitation.
Crisis Management Planning.
Operational Control.

Supporting Activities
Basic planning.
Public information and Warning.

•

NBCW Defence.
Dispersal.
Blast Protection (additional desirable features).
Continuity of Government and Economic Recovery.
Utilities and special services.
Essential Societal Services (EHS-EWS).

•

PROBLEM C

Syndicate No. 4
Components of a Total Fallout Shelter Program

•

1.

Information to the Public - plans to inform the public on the
effects of radioactive fallout and actions that can be taken
to minimize the effects. This information must be available
to all.

2.

Criteria - should be established what constitutes adequate
shelter space, stores, etc.

3.

Surveys - plans for the survey of existing buildings and the
determination of the amounts of shelter space available.

4.

New Buildings - plans should proceed for research and development of techniques to incorporate shelter accommodation in
new buildings.

5.

Leadership - the Federal Government should provide leadership
and example by developing shelter areas in federal buildings.

6.

Prototypes - through research, prototype shelters should be
developed as an example for other levels of government and
the private sector.

7. Markins - plans should provide for the marking of shelters.
8.

Stockpiling - scales for furniture, equipment, rations, etc.,
should be established and plans made for provision and storage.

9.

Training - provision should be made for the training of shelter
managers.

10.

Finance - plans should include policy statement on financial
responsibility of various levels of government and amount of
assistance, if any, to private sector.

WE FEEL THAT:
Allocation of responsibility is a must in any plan. Also, it is our
thought that a shelter program should begin to show a benefit in the
very near future and that our program should be so geared that our
people will not have to wait until the year 2000 before a shelter
program is effective.

•

PROBLEM C

•

Syndicate No. 5
1. Analysis of the threat
2. Development of a preliminary aim and objective.
3. Federal/Provincial responsibilities.
4. Legislation, Authority and Funding.
5. Development of the Shelter Program.
6. Expansion of existing survey to homes.
7. New construction criteria.
8. Improvement and assistance to individuals.
9. Public Information.
10. Marking and Stocking.
11. Development of operational plans.
12. Training of personnel.
13. Planning offices.
14. Existing shelter improvement.

(Prepared from D.S. Notes)

•

PROBLEM C

•

Syndicate No. 6
1. Made assumption that it was a program.
2. The aim.
3. Assumptions re requirements.
4.

Elements of the program: .

a. division of responsibilities (govts

and depts.)

b.

identify useable space

c.

upgrading of useable space

d.

relate to reception where surplus available

e.

Shelter utilization - management and training

f. public information
g.

research and development

h.

financial considerations

i. marking, stocking

•

j. personnel considerations
k.

priorities and dependencies.

(Prepared from D.S. Notes)

•

ANNEX F

•

PROBLEM D

gl›

SHARING OF RESPONSIBILITIES
In the previous discussion, it was agreed that there were many
components which went into the development of a national fallout
shelter plan.

QUESTION
Would you now take each of these components and determine who
should be responsible for:
a.

providing the leadership or guidance;

b. providing the funds if required, to initiate or
c.

be the operating level responsible for implementation in
the operational sense.

NOTE: Consider primary and shared responsibility.

•

inplement;

•

PROBLEM D
Directing Staff Syndicate
Goals and Objectives

•

but corresponding development at
provincial and municipal levels
based on that policy.

Fallout Protection Survey

•

with provincial assistance, federal
funding, share some work with
municipalities.

Updating of Survey

F

carried out by national agency
based on information provided by
provinces and municipalities.
Federal funding.

Home Shelter Evaluation

•

provinces by handling kits,
publicity and organization. Federal
funding with provincial input in way
of manpower.

Requirements, i.e., spaces
required

Federal
Provincial
generally a national policy subject
to )r.ovincial conditions. All levels
resPonsible for public information for
which costs would be shared by all
levels.

Plan Compatibility

each level must ensure co-ordination
with its agency plans.

Priorities and Stages of
Development

national, but within the national
levels, provincial priorities based
on their accomplishments

Selection Criteria

habitability factors - minima
must be determined for sanitation,
ventilation, space, occupancy time.
These are national responsibilities.

Shelter Improvement and
Standards of Development

National responsibility.

Management, Co-ordination
and Control

financial arrangements to be shared.
financial incentives to be funded
federally. Release of funds on
contracts based on supervision and
inspection by a national agency, e.g.,
DPW, working closely with provinces
who might recommend areas of priority.

Community Shelter Plans

basically provincial and municipal
responsibility, marking to a national
design, stocking by individuals.

Interdependencies

normal arrangements to ensure
co-ordination

•

•

/2

•
I.

•

2.
Crisis Activation

responsibility of each level of
government but guidance must start
from federal government with
implementation by provincial and
municipal.

Studies, R and D

primarily a national responsibility

PROBLEM D
Syndicate No. 1
SHARING OF RESPONSIBILITIES
•
Plan Component

.Leadership.

Goals & Objectives

Funding

Fed/Prov

Fed-

Operational
Responsibility
Fed/Prov/Mun'

Criteria

Fed

Fed

N/A

Survey-existing bldg.

Fed

Fed

Fed

Requirement-Est. Real
capability of Shelter area Fed/Prov

Fed

Prov/Mun

New Bldg-Techniques

Fed

Fed

Fed

Fed

Fed

N/A

Fed

Fed/Prov/Mun

Fed

.Prov/Mun

Research.7Studies and
Development

-

Marking

Fed
-

Stockpiling (incl.procureMent) Fed
Management Structure Development and Training.
. , Fed/Prov
•
.
Finance Planning
Fed/Prov

Fed/Prov/Mun
Fed/Prov -

Prov/Mun

Feerov/Mun

Prov/Mun

:

Development of Community
Shelter Utilization Plan.
Development of Suitable
Guides for Implementation
of National Program :
Home Shelter Evaluation

Priorities & Stages of
Development
Licensing
Crisis Activation
Development of Plan

Fed/Prov/Mun

.
Prov

. .

Fed
. Fed .

,
.

. Fed/Prov

'
.

Fed

N/A or Fed

Fed

Fed/Pte

.

.

Fed

Fed/Prov/Mun

- Fed/Prov

Fed

Prov/Mun

. Fed/Prov

FAP

Prov/Mun

Fed/Prov

-•

PPIS
.

A
Primary Shared

Primary Shared

Primary Shared

Ted/Prov/Mun

Fed/Prov/Mun

Fed/Prov/Mun

.Fed/Prov/Mun

Fed/Prov/Mun

Fed/Prov/Mun

Fed

Fed

Fed/Prov/Mun

Fed/Prov/Mun

Fed/Prov/Mun.

INDIV.

INDIV.

INDIV.

Prov/Mun

Fed/Prov/Mun

Prov/Mun

WARNING
RADEF
INDIVIDUAL INITIATIVE
ASSESSMENT OF SPACE REQUIREMENT
SURVEY UPDATED

Fed

' Fed

Fed

CLASSIFY P.F. & CAPACITY

Fed

Fed

Fed

MARKING

.

STOCKING

Fed

.

Fed

.

Prov/Mun

Fed

Fed

MANAGEMENT (INCL. TRAINING)

Fed/Prov/Mun

Fed/Prov/Mun

COMMUNICATIONS

Fed/Prov/Mun

Mun

Prov/Mun

Fed/Prov/Mun

Prov/Mun

LAW AND ORDER

—

Fed

- - Fed/Prov/Mun

.

.

.
'

Fed
Prov/Mun

HEALTH

Fed/Prov/Mun

Fed/Prov/Mun

Prov/Mun

Welfare

Fed/Prov/Mun

Fed/Prov/Mun

Prov/Mun

. Fed/Prov/Mun

Fed/Prov/Mun

Mun

Fed/Prov

Mun

EMERGENCY POWER & HEAT
DEVELOPMENT OF SHELTER SPACE
IN NEW BUILDINGS

Fed .

aTAIT-1E10'dd

Total Shelter Program

•

z• 01■1 al vDTpuiçs

•

EPIS

.

•

PROBLEM

•

Syndicate No. 3
SHARING OF RESPONSIBILITIES

Leadership

Component

Objective

Fed

Identification of Space:
Survey Existing Space
Updating
Home Shelter Evaluation
Mines

Fed
Fed
Fed

Spaces Required in Given
Location

Fed

Time to Shelter

Fed

Public Information

Fed/Prov/Mun

Compatible with other Plans

Fed/Prov/Mun

Priorities and Stages. of
Development
Selection of Criteria:
Habitability Factors
Sanitary
Ventilation
Space
Occupancy Time
Leasing
Assessability
Fire Resistance

& Co-ordination:
Arrangements
Incentives
Release of Funds

Community Shelter-Plans:
Use of Space
Negotiating use of Space
Marking
Stocking
Management Staff

••••

Fed/Prov

Fed/Prov/Mun

Prov/Mun

••••

■••■•■

Fed/Prov/Mun Fed/Prov/Mun
■•••

Fed/Prov/Mun

Fed
)

)

)

)

)

'

Fed

Fed

Fed.

Fed

Fed/Prov/Mun

)

)

)

Standards of Development:
Communal Fallout Shelter )
Slanting (POD)
)
Home Shelters
)
Management
Financial
Financial
Basis for
Training

Operating
Level

Fed
'
Fed/Prov
Fed
Fed/Prov/Mun
Fed
Fed
Generally Unsuitable for Shelter

Prov/Mdn

Protection Levels

Funds

••■■

Fed/Prov/Mun

• Goals

•

ri

Fed
Fed
Fed
-Fed
Mun
Fed/Prov/Mun
Fed
Fed
Mun

Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed/Prov/Mun
Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed/Prov/Mun

Fed

Fed/Prov
Fed
Fed
Fed/Prov/Mun
Mun
Mun
Mun
Mun
Mun

/2

•

2.

Component

Leadership

Funds

Operating
Level

Fed

Mun

Fed

Fed/Prov

•

Interdependencies:
EHS
EWS

Police
Fire

•

.11

Crisis Activation

Fed

Studies, Research and
Development

reu

•

PROBLEM D
Syndicate No. 4
There was general agreement in syndicate that the three
levels should be involved in varying degrees in each aspect of
the program.
Information

F

F

FPM

Criteria

F

F

FPM

Surveys

F

F

FPM

New Building @

F

F

FPM

Leadership

F
F

F

F

Prototypes

F

. FPM
M

Marking
Stocking

F

FPM

FPM

Training

F

FPM

FPM

•
(prepared from D.S. Notes)

•

PROBLEM D
Syndicate No. 5

A

B

C

1. Analysis - Threat and Capability

i

--i

--i

2. Development of Aim

F

F

F

3. Deferal/Provincial Liaison

F

F

FP

4. Agreement on Aim, Object. etc.

F

F

F

5. Legislation, Auth. and Funding

F

F

F

6. Shelter Development Plan

FP

FPM

7. Organization

FPM

F
FPM

8. Shelter Survey

F

F

F

9. Construction Criteria

F

F

FPM

10. Improvement existing accn.

F

F

FPM

11. Home Shelter Survey

F

F

12. Improvized Shelters

F

F
F

FPM

FP

FP

FPM

F

F

FPM

15. Operational Plans

FPM

FPM

PM

16. Training

FPM

FPM

FPM

13. Public Information and Education
14. Marking, Stocking and Maintenance

•

FPM

PROBLEM D
Syndicate No. 6
No solution presented.

•

2.
Designation and Training of Shelter Managers
Shelter Maintenance Instructions
Allocation of Individuals to Shelters
methods, - work, school and home
N.B.: Time available therefore reunite families when
possible.
Methods of notification (cf P.I.Plan)
Fallout Warning
Methods
Shelter activation
Movement to Shelter
Duties shelter managers
Control system for pedestrians and vehicles
Control and allocation of incoming evacuees (cf reception plan)
Duties of other municipal agencies (cf their plans)
How any shelter overflow to be managed (reserve shelter area?,
homes?, etc.)
What public should bring.
Special Arrangements for Institutions
In Shelter
Intercom with MEGHQ
Shelter managers' duties
Public Information -. news bulletins (cf P.I.Plan)
Emergence from Shelter
Instructions re remedial movement
Instructions re partial em9rgence
Reversal to normal - care of evacuees - welfare changes
(cf welfare plan)
Arrangements for testing, evaluating and updating the components of
1
this plan.

•

PROBLEM E
Directing Staff Syndicate
The Syndicate assumed:
a.

that the municipal co-ordinator would not hàve to
execute this plan unaided nor on currently available
funds, i.e., both professional and financial assistance
would be forthcoming;

b.

that the shelter plan is part of a "parent" plan for
the community which has for components police, fire,
radef, welfare, etc., plans - each will be suitably
cross referenced .;

c.

that the parent plan will include the legal authorities
and responsibilities under which the shelter plan is
devised;

d.

that the shelter plan is based on the existing data for
the community.
SHELTER PLAN

WHO? WHAT? WHERE? & WHEN? Sometimes HOW? Starts with WHY?
Introduction and General Purpose
Description of community role, as in provincial direction,
including any prescribed requirements such as P.F., for area, duration
of stay to be prepared for, numbers of evacuees to be sheltered.
GOALS
% Home Shelter
% Communal Shelter
% Shelters, initially lower than standard
How deficit to be catered to.
Indication of Buildings to be Used
(follows a planning process, inspection, selection,
negotiation and commitmeni).
- Map - indicating areas served by each shelter (area
allocation)
Preparation for Occupancy
a. Requisitions for work, for •-necessary improvements.
b. municipal arrangements
- signing
- habitability
- stocking
- instruments, etc.
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ANNEX G

PROBLEM E

FORMAT OF A COMMUNITY SHELTER PLAN

In outline form, and with brief explanatory notes, prepare a
format of a community shelter plan.
Consideration should also be given to actions which might be
appropriately taken in periods . of increasing international tension,
should the plan not be completely implemented.

•

•

O

PROBLEM E

11,

Syndicate No. 1
Format for a Community Shelter Plan
We felt that the question, in asking for a format, could have
been answered by a series of meaningless headings. However, we also
felt that you were really asking for the steps, in sequence which
should be included in a community shelter plan and these follow.
Basic Assumptions

1.

The mission of the plan is already established.

2.

The location of and the capacity of all the acceptable
shelter areas are known.

3.

Those buildings containing acceptable shelter areas have been
marked in accordance with previously negotiated agreements
and stocked to the approved standard.

Step I

- Prepare a Shelter Location Map.

Step II

- Make a preliminary comparison of shelter and
population.

Step III

- Allocate population to shelter.

Step IV

- Determine shelter deficits if any, and measures to
accommodate those sections of the population for
whom no communal shelter space is available.
(Instructions for home shelter improvement)

Step

V

- Prepare a Public Information Plan covering peacetime
requirements, the immediate pre-attack phase and the
period of shelter time.

Step VI

- Prepare a plan for disseminating this information
including the media to be used.

Step

VII - Prepare a movement control plan for movement to
shelter. This should take into account environmental
difficulties, special movement problems, etc., such
as invalids, hospital patients, institutional
residents, etc.

Step

VIII - Prepare individual service plans for essential services
required in shelter areas, i.e., fire prevention,
medical, welfare, radef, law and order, etc.

•

Step IX

- Prepare a Shelter Management Plan including facility
management, reporting procedures to EGHQ etc.

/2
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•

Step X

- Prepare a HQ Plan for receipt of reports from
shelters on population in shelter, management
problems, dose absorption and general population
control, etc.

In the event of a period of international tension occurring,
very little can be done unless the following procedures have been
finalized:
1. A preliminary analysis of the printouts to determine total
theoretical capacities in each P.C. has been completed, using
whatever volumetric allowance per shelter space is agreed.
2. The locations have been plotted on maps.
3. A physical confirmation of the total space available in each
shelter has been carried out.
If this stage has not been reached, it would perhaps be wise
to forget the whole thing and concentrate on advice to the population
on how to improve their home shelters only. If these have been
completed, then a crash action program of allocation to shelter
could be developed covering:
a. where shelter areas are located throughout the area;
b.

instructions regarding occupation;

c. what necessities should be taken to shelter;
d. how shelterees would be kept informed of the outside
situation,
e. how release from shelter would be effected;
f. how expected movement problems could be overcome;
g.

an ad hoc arrangement for reporting between shelters and
EGHQ might be established and a control mechanism
developed within the RADEF Section of the EGHQ.

PROBLEM E

•

Syndicate No. 2
1. Emphasize the need for home protection.
2. Public information important, people iiiust be informed what
to do and where to go.
3.

Without home owner protection, plans for community shelter
must be developed.

4.

Shelter sites, space.

5. Make allowance for a safety reserve, e.g., 30%.
6. Mark and stockpile.
7. Select shelters and prepare material for use in shelters.
8. Prepare SOP's for each shelter.
9. Make arrangements for working and non-working hours.
10. Shelter management to include:
a. registration
b.

duties

c. radef
d.

security

e.

shelter discipline

f. release
g.

information

h.

personal safety

i. health
j.

sleeping arrangements

k.

rationing

1.

sanitation

m.

safety periods for leaving shelters.

(prepared from D.S. Notes)

PROBLEM E
Syndicate No. 3

gl,
1. Legal Authority for plan to proceed.
2. Purpose - to provide fallout shelter at the recommended
protection level.
3. Method
a. Warning
b.

Public Information

c. Drainage areas - shelter allocation shown by
maps (Day and Night)
d. Movement to shelter
e. Traffic control
f. Institutions:
g.

schools, hospitals, homes for aged,
special groups

Shelter locations listed

h. What to take and what nOt to take
j.

Shelter management (in-shelter operation), e.g.,
communications, control, radef, sanitation, discipline,
recreation, R&I, training, education, feeding and
rations, in-shelter information, allocation of space
in shelter

k. Lines of communication to municipal headquarters.
4. Home shelters (supplies and improvisation).
5. Operational readiness: phased implementation.
6. Communications.
7. Remedial Evacuation of community.
8. Controlled shelter tenure.

PROBLEM E

•

Syndicate No. 4

1.

Preliminary Activities
Statements of policies, payment for preliminary studies,
expert and technical data, surveys, etc.

2.

Establishment of Planning Factors and Policies
a. Goals and Objectives.
b.

Surveys of population and shelter locations.

c. Shelter criteria established. PF, overcrowding,
space requirements, ventilation, sanitation, etc.
d. Distribution of population to shelter areas.
e. Assignment of people to shelter spaces.
f. Consideration of distance and routes to shelters,
mode of travel, movement restrictions, etc.
g. Detailed allocation of shelter officials.
h.

Co-ordination of shelter aspects with CD and other
government officials with regard to other programs.

i. Further expansion of plans to consider areas without
shelter and areas with surplus shelter space and
reallocation of the population in the areas.
i•

Priority of actions to be taken if plans incompletely
implemented.

k.

Public information program to implement shelter plan
using meetings, news media, pamphlets, and instruction
and warning signals.

1.

Reassessment of plans.

Actions during Periods of Increasing Tensions
Selection of priority of actions to meet the speed of the
emergencies.
Priorities
a. Public Information Program stressing expected public
reaction, problem of fallout and steps to be taken use of basement shelters, Eleven Steps to Survival
and warning systems.

•

b.

Crash survey of local public shelter capability.

c.

Rapid assessment of requirements to prepare, stock and
equip suitable shelter spaces.
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d. Crash survey of population distribution and allocation
of population to shelter spaces.

e.

Continued public information program to stress items
and equipment to take to shelters.

f.

Local emergency legislation enacted to permit legal
actions to be carried out.

g.

Access to local radio and TV stations to keep public
informed by municipal officials and recognized
authorities.

h. Additional time available would be used to further the
above actions and complete the plan.

PROBLEM E

•

Syndicate No. 5
A capability must be developed that will be effective in
instructing homeowners on the methods of raising the present built
in PF factor in their homes to the minimum level of PF 40, by making
it possible for the homeowner to readily locate the best possible
corner in the basement for protection against radioactive fallout
and the materials or added mass required to give them the necessary
protection. The methods required will be dispensed to homeowners
in pamphlet form, newspaper mats, public service radio and television
broadcasts and the Eleven Steps to Survival.
For those persons without home protection or shelter, it will
be necessary to provide public or communal shelter. To determine the
need or number of spaces needed will require a survey to locate public
shelter having the minimum protection of PF 40.
The next step required will be to divide the community into
several community shelter areas and in each of the areas, locate,
license, and assign sufficient shelter space for the divisions of the
community, allowing for a safety or reserve factor of 30 per cent to
look after the travelling public or persons unable to reach home during
an actual crisis.
Mark and stockpile shelters with the essential supplies, including
food, sanitary facilities, etc.
Select and train shelter managers and provide for all other
training. Produce SOP's.
Have prepared material providing information regarding procedures
and uses in the community shelters. Plans must be prepared for
working hours and man working hours.
During the crisis period, make use of all means of communication
on a continuous basis available to inform all homeowners who are
unprepared for the crisis on the most urgent consideration necessary
to provide for minimum protection, as well as directives to those
persons requiring community shelter, what they are to bring with them
and how to get to the nearest shelters in their immediate area.
Shelter management will have to provide for the registration of
occupants and must assign duties to a number of persons in the areas of
recreation, radiological information, personal safety, bunking, feeding,
health.
A security watch will be necessary and someone must be responsible
for the rationing and issuing of food and water.
Shelter discipline will decide on such matters as smoking, lights
out and time of rising, issuance of wash and dry packets, the safety
period for leaving the shelter, etc.
SOP's must be prepared for shelter use.
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Information - Local threat including assumed radiation time.
- Location and capacity of shelters.
- Location and numbers of the population.
Intention
Method

- To provide shelter for population for X number of days.
- Allocation of shelter space - Day
- Night
- Public information and education.
- Warning
- Manning
- Registration and Inquiry
- Duration
- Shelter supplies - food, water, decontamination,
blankets, RADEF
- Transportation - public
- private

- Communications - Television
- Radio

- Runners

.4t

PROBLEM E

•

Syndicate No. 6
Situation

- Population figures (resident and evacuees)
- Shelter spaces available - public
- in homes
- Night/day distribution of population
- Basis of allocation (space per person)

Assumptions - Time to shelter - time of day
- traffic pattern
- Effects of fire and blast (if applicable)
Mission

- Protect population from nuclear fallout

4

- warning population
- directing to shelter
- caring for them
- releasing from shelter
Execution

- Concept of Operations - warning phase
- movement to shelter phase
- shelter phase
- release from shelter phase

Detailed Responsibilities (Annexes) - shelter management
- police
- fire
- public works
- health and welfare
Allocation of Shelter - see Maps
Routes and Parking Areas - see Maps
Shelter Organization and Control of Operations - Communication
• - Emergency Operating Centre(s)
- Shelter Area HQs.
- Increased Readiness Measures
Instructions for Home Shelters - Annex

•

ANNEX H

PROBLEM F

•

WHAT CANADA EMO SHOULD DO
At this point in time, there is not an existing policy
guideline for the furthering of shelter planning, beyond admonitions
contained in the Planning Guide for Municipalities.
Until a policy statement or policy guidelines are forthcoming,
would you:

é

•■1

•

a.

list the type of guidance which you would expect from
Canada BMO;

b.

list those actions which it might be appropriate for
municipalities to carry out.

•

PROBLEM F
Syndicate No. 1
What Canada ill° Should Do
a. (Type of guidance expected from Canada EMO, prior to
a federal statement on Shelter Policy):
(i) Issue a table of criteria on what constitutes a
"Useable shelter space", - setting standards for
floor area, air volume, ventilation, humidity and
other factors of habitability.
(ii) Provide guidance to home owners on how to assess by rule-of-thumb methods - the inherent protection
factor of home basements, and how to improve fallout
protection by simple methods which would not spoil
the appearance of the basement rooms concerned, nor
negate their present use.
b. (Suggest actions which might be appropriate for municipalities to carry oût, prior to a federal statement on
Shelter Policy):
(i) On the basis of the federal shelter survey data, used
in conjunction with the shelter space criteria mentioned
in para. a(i) above: Compile a local inventory of
useable shelter spaces.
(ii) Draft a plan for maximum use of available shelters, on
a "crash" basis.
c.

Some form of seminar for those members of Provincial EMO's
who will be responsible for the refinement of the National
Fallout Survey results with a view to establishing standards
of shelter capability. In other words, an extension of this
conference, to be attended by a smaller group. Canada EMO
should institute a study to consider the feasibility of, and
the problems of, protecting the inhabitants of target areas.

d. Issue a statement of intent that public protection systems
should have No. 1 priority or high priority, over all other
EMO activities within the high risk area in the interim
period.
Home Shelter Advice (Syndicate 6.)
e.

Issue indication of appropriate actions which can be carried
out now by municipalities.

f.

Revise arrangements for updating survey with DPW as requested
by Ontario to include corrections to errors and omissions in
original results, and to revise original results where they
will be substantially affected by new construction or demolition.
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g.

Remove "S-Area" concept from interpretation guide and
amend summary figures accordingly.

h.

Initiate better direct two-way consultation arrangements
with provinces between Fallout Protection Section and
provincial officials responsible for Public Protection
in regard to utilization problems which are revealed in
the development of crisis action planning.

i. As a result of h. above, define acceptable PF criteria
for shelter areas to be included in crisis action plans
and thus in National Shelter Programs.
• As a result of h. above, define acceptable definitions
of a shelter space in terms of area and volume including
allowance for ventilation.

k.

•

•

Set up standard definitions for shelter space, floor
(Shelter Area), building part (Building), building (Shelter
Complex), group of buildings (Shelter Group) (GLOSSARY OF
TERMS). This should ensure compatibility of arrangements
for crisis action planning and the later National Shelter
Program.

PROBLEM F

gl,

Syndicate No. 2
a.

We believe that before any effective action on any program
can be initiated, the executive arm of the federal government and particularly the Prime Minister, must accept the
fact that civil emergency planning is an integral part of
the total defence posture of the nation.
Having accepted this, they must actively promote through
the means available, the education of other levels of
government and the populace at large.
Having achieved this, Canada

•

•

•

.

BMO

should:

(i)

provide a policy statement on risk; and dispersal
from Index 1 and 2 areas;

(ii)

develop a plan for the implementation of a shelter
program, in phases that could be realistically
accepted by the federal government;

(iii)

provide a statement of minimum protective factors
for shelters related to risk;

(iv)

provide technical guidance on all components of a
shelter program.

If a. is effected, then it can be expected that provinces and
municipalities will be more favourably inclined to play their
part in the implementation of a shelter program.

PROBLEM F

•

•

Syndicate No. 3
What Canada EMO Should Do
1.

Nothing meaningful can be done without a policy statement.

2.

a. A policy on the national level in respect to shelter
objectives and goals. This must be in form of
directives NOT just guidelines; this policy must give
hard decisions on standards, responsibilities and
financing.
b.

(i) Technical assistance and information to enable
the local government concerned to develop and
execute their plan.
(ii)

Canada EMO should extend the present FPS to
contain this information in a count of useable
spaces.

c. Assistance in co-ordination of collateral in interdependent
services.

•

d. Information on position of municipalities in relation to
the nationally accepted plausible attack pattern and its
consequences.
Guidance in respect of the relationship between communal
and domestic shelters and potential increase in population
as a result of the national dispersal plan.
f.

Canada EMO should provide courses, for:
(i) Technique of planning
(ii) Shelter planning
(iii) Shelter management instruction courses.

•

PROBLEM F

•

Syndicate No. 4
What Canada EMO Should Do

1. Reach agreement on ground rules and relevant information such
as:
a.

the threat (attack pattern);

b.

Fallout intensities anticipated;

c.

Criteria on Shelter Space (volume, habitability,
acceptable PF, etc.);

d.

Priorities of implementation if the government
buys the program.

2.

Information on government intentions as they . develop.

3.

A record or summary of this seminar t s discussions.

Principal Actions

•

Work on computer printout . results and plan to the extent
possible.
(See Ontario Directive to Co-ordinators 3 Sep 1968)

PROBLEM F

11,

Syndicate No. 5
a.

List guidance from

EMO.

(i) Preparation and issue of a guide for the
practical application of the survey printout.
(ii) Periodic publication of information concerning
the threat for use at provincial level.
(iii) Probable scope of total shelter policy.
(iv) Scope of shelter policy in other countries.
(v) Federal and provincial study groups to continue
on regular basis.

Il

b.

Actions by Municipalities.
Appointment of a responsible officer if no RADEF is,
appointed to start surveying population needs.

O

•

PROBLEM F
Syndicate No. 6
a.

(i)
(ii)

What are we to do about the present data on hand?
Guidance on how to use the information.
Drafts: Philosophy of planning
Agreement with shelter
Specimen Plans - large/small/target areas
Shelter criteria and standardized items signs, etc.

•

Skeleton home shelter survey plan
Policy - do you stay home?
Training policy

b.

Very little - because the lead must come from senior
governments.
Basic information on population in sub-areas can be
compiled.

Traffic plan to receivd evacuees.
Assessment of possible evacuees.
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